College Park High School
Parent Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ's)
#
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2

New/Old

Old

Old

Category

Learning
Platform

Activities

Question

if I pick the online learning are they able to switch to inperson later on?

How can we have football when pro and college sports
are struggling?

How will lunch function? I have hear talk about it being in
class, vs in the commons
3

4

5

Old

Old

Old

School Day

Academic

Will a full list of all classes not offered online be posted
before the 28th?

Learning
Platform

Are the online classes live streaming and students
must have live interaction? Or is it pre-recorded and
students can log in at their leisure and do the
assignment before midnight?

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

B

Response
Yes. Students will be able to change platforms. The
intention is that changes only occur at the end of a grading
period. We will take requests during the grading period
and consider changes prior to the end of a grading perioid.

High School programs are vastly different than college or
pro sports. High schools are not traveling across the
country and not pulling players from a variety of places
across the country. This reduces the chance of infection.
High schools are dealing with their own community and
that in their neighbor counties for the most part. We can
limit attendance and keep side separated. Not all ideal but
a better situation that college and Pro. Please know too we
are not there yet and it may all change.
We will utilize the commons at this time. Based on
numbers, we may use one of the gyms during the lunch
time to help spread kids out. We are also going to add
some tables outside.

We are working through the courses at this time. We hope
that most courses will be offered. The challenge is labs and
skill based courses. We will publish a list with solutions so
that we keep as many classes going. Some students may
have to make a choice and will be contacted regarding their
choice.
On-line classes will be video/notes based instruction. We
are working on live streaming opportunities and testing
that the programs and band width will support the high
use. Through live- stream, students will be able to watch or
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7

8

Old

Old

Old

Learning
Platform

I am struggling with the decision to go in person or online. I
read that not all classes are offered in either setting. How
can I get them to class or just one class when I have to
work? If I select online, ad I’d like, but one class is not
online, then what? What if I select in person, but one class is
only offered online? One of the twins has asthma and we all
worry about how he would do if he got COVID. I need to
know what classes are offered online vs in person to make
the decision.

We hope to hold most classes on-line. We do know we have
challenges witl labs, skill based classes, and challenging
courses. We will have the opportunity for students to come
during the day to participate. We are also working to hold
some of the labs and skills outside of the school day so online can participate. If the options presented at a later time
do not work for a student, we will look at choices they might
need to make.

Questions they are having regarding online: They
understand it will be much more rigorous than the last 9
weeks, but asking if the online option will be a set schedule
each day or just for them to complete by the end of the day.

We will run an asychronis system. They will login and
complete the lesson and assignments designated by the
teacher. Note that students must be engage in learning for 4
hours per day. Teachers will measure that through a variety
of activities. We will live-stream some classes and we hope
that will keep students engaged and on track.

While we see the UIL rule allowing online to participate in
sports, how would that affect the soccer period for the
girls? Golf, they are usually practicing that period being
that it is always the last period.

On-line students will be able to particpate after school. We
are working on our plan for students to come during the
day for their atheltic period but do not have all of the
logistics worked out. Same applies to other classes as well.
Students will be part of the program no matter their
participation or
not.

Learning
Platform

Activities
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My child wants to attend synchronized online learning.
When and where do you sign up for that?

CISD will be doing an asynchronous model however some
opportunities will be synchronous. You will sign up
throught he email that has been sent. You should have
received an email from Enrollment Information or Family
Portal. You will verify your contact information and make a
selection.

My son needs a new student ID card. Is there a day and time
to go to CP to get a new one before school starts?

We will be taking pictures for ID during Freshman and new
student tours. All Sophomores and seniors will have a new
ID on the first day of school using last years picture. We
will be taking an updated picture of Juniors on the 1st 2
days of school.

What happens if internet service is out in the area? I’ve been
working from home and there have been a few days that the
internet has been out for 4+ hours. What steps should
students take so they are not counted absent.

Communication is a key with all learner but especially online. If a student is having an issue with technology or using
the variety of programs, they need to communicate with the
teacher and we will work to provide direction or assistance.
We will use this information to help determine attendance.

My son is a senior and is still needing to do the parking quiz
and pay for a parking tag, where can he do this ? Last I
heard the school cash online was still being resolved.

School Cash has had an issue with the payment portion.
We hope that this will be resolved soon. 7/16/20

Learning
Platform

Safety and
Security

Learning
Platform

Old

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Parking
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Old

Old

Old

Old

Activities

Health and
Safety

Activities

Activities

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Recent communications from Dr Null and Dr Murrell re
CISD and CPHS re-opening plans were very helpful
and timely. It is reassuring to see the attention to detail
and care that CISD and CPHS have exercised to keep
everyone as safe as possible given the circumstances.
will participation in extra curricular activities such as
honor societies, math/science bowls, science fair and
student interests clubs be compatible with the online
format or will in-person format be necessary?

with the in-person format, will desks be spaced out to
maintain 6-feet distancing and/or will class size be
limited to maintain social distancing in all classrooms?

how will CPHS manage transportation to and from JV
/ Varsity tennis tournaments to reduce COVID risks?
For example, will steps be taken to reduce the number
of players on the bus to only those playing (as opposed
to the entire team), and will face masks be required?
how will CPHS expect students to maintain face
masks and social distancing in locker rooms, for
example will there be a limit on how many students will
be allowed in locker rooms at any given time? Will
locker rooms be disinfected frequently?

Yes. Students will have the opportunity to participate in
activities at school. Obviously, most, the student would
need to be at the school for the activity. If we can do some
virtual we will. Students will need to follow the protocols
for safety while at school.

We will try to maximize social distancing while students are
in class. We do not know, at this time, how many students
will be in a class or on-line. The key to prevention, based
on recent information, is the wearing of the mask. If we all
respect each others space, practice social distrancing as
much as possible, wear a mask, and practice good hyeigne
we will be fine.
We will review all the procedures for travel as we approach
each season and time period. We want to make the best
decision for the health and safety of each student while
maximize opportunities for kids. We will not hesitate to
restrict travel, methods of travel, number traveling, and
spectators for events.
Our coaching staff is working on a plan to help spread kids
out in the locker room for changing safely and reducing
exposure. We will rely on kids to move to different areas to
change within the lockerroom and wear a mask as much as
possible during this time. We will also request that they
leave the lockerroom area as soon as possible to give
others more room.
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Old

Old

Activities

Activities

Old

Old

Old

Old

Lunch

Learning
Platform

Health and
Safety

Activities
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if the online option is compatible with tennis, who can
provide more information on tennis logistics please,
and when will more information be made available ?

The coach is always the first line of communication. They
will be responsible for creating a safe and healthy
atmosphere while continueing with the activity. They will
have information and be able to answer questions when
they return to work.

our daughter will ne playing tennis (varsity or JV) this
year. Is the online format compatible with tennis
practices and UIL / non-UIL tournaments?

Yes. Student will be able to still participate in activities
while learning on-line.

My student has multiple food allergies and generally cannot
eat any of the cafeteria food. If he forgets his lunch will I be
able to drop it off?

At this time, we are not taking any deliveries for the safety
of our staff and students. If an issue or concern should
arise, I encourage you to talk with your childs assistant
principal and they will be happy to find a solution for the
situation.
We will have options for parents to change the students
learning platform. The recommendation is at the end of a
grading period, however, we will consider a change during
the grading period on a case by case situation.

Good afternoon, I have to tell you that I am obliged to leave
my son in virtual classes, which I do not think are very
convenient for him, but my fear is that he will get sick and
therefore he will infect me. My question is: if contagions can
be contained, will I have the opportunity to send him back to
regular classes?
How will the Lifeskills classes be handled? Will extra
precautions be taken since some of these children are
more medically fragile? I would like to talk to someone
regarding procedures in Lifeskills before I have to
make a decision regarding in person school or on line
school.

Extra activities like Soccer & Robotics will be in
session? If yes, how can kids wear mask while
playing?

Our staff is working on the protocol for students with
disabilities. Due to many of the students havign fragile
health situations, we will look for opportunities to reduce
their exposure to other students. Our staff will be taking
extra precautions in the classroom as far as cleaning
surfaces, equipement, and manipulatives.
Yes they will be in session at this time. Students are asked
to wear masks as appropriate for activities.
Example would be moving from station to station, time not
actively engage in practice/game. Whiile activiely
participating, if the mask is not appropriate or would create
a problem, they would not wear the mask.
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Old

Old

Old

Old

Activities

Academic

Health and
Safety

Activities

Are students that are doing online learning allowed to
participate in sports? That doesn't seem fair if they
don't want to be in close quarters, but can participate
How are you going to ensure equitable grading
between in-person and remote learning? How will you
prevent cheating on tests in a remote learning
environment? GPA and class rank are very important
and equitable grading is essential.

Will school provide masks if going in-person?

Assuming Orchestra will require an online student to
go to school, will their schedule be such that their
online instruction allow for time to transport to school
and back without affecting the required live instruction
for surrounding classes?

We received an email about a platform change. I don’t
understand it. Canvas was already listed as the
platform. Now the school is changing the platform? Or
we can chose to change the platform?
27

Old

Academic

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Yes, students will be able to participate in activities no
matter the Learning Platform that has been chosen.
Our teachers will be managing both Platforms to assure
that the rigor, assignments, assessments, and expectations
are the same for all studetns. We hope to have a protocol
our for assessments on-line to protect the integrity of the
process. The students teacher will be the one assigning all
material and completing the grading.
The school will not be providing masks for students. They
will need to provide their own. It is recommended that
they have 2-3 masks to rotate in and out so they can be
washed between use. Also, it is recommended that
students begin wearing the masks at home and increaseing
the time period they are worn to help them get use to
them prior to school starting.
We are running an asynchronous system so live instruction
is not reuired so we can accommodate students for a
variety of courses and activities.

Canvas is a Learning Management System that all of our
students, no matter the platform, will utilize.
On-line instruction will have all information and
assignments given throug the systems. In-person will
receive instruction live and complete assignments as they
normally would.
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Old

Academic

Will we be using zoom for live lessons?

Zoom is a system that will be used as well as live streaming
through Canvas. Please know that we are using an
asychronous model so live instruction might not occur in all
classes. Some may utilize video of the instruction or
provide instructional
notes.
The grading system for both on-line and in-person will be
the same. College Park uses a 5 pt. grading
system that will still be in effect.

29

Old

Academic

Will grading system be different?

30

The emails for Enrollment Informaiton were rolled out.
Hopefully they have all been received. If you have not
received it by Monday, 7/20. please
contact the school.

Old

31

Academic

Old

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

We will work through that protocol as we progress through
the fall. We are currently focusing on the start up of school
and the instructional plan.
How will midterms go?
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Old

34

35

Yes a student will be able to be on-line and come in for a
specific class as long as it is worked out with the teacher and
the student is there each day. This is not an option to come
when you want. You will need to be there. Also, in-person
students will need to follow their full schedule and cannot
opt out of a class as we do not have a location for them.

My son is registered for a Lone Start class, how should we
approach that?

Please see your counselor as most Lone Star classes will be
on-line and it depends on the circumstance.

My son will be doing online only and is enrolled in a
football course. Does he have to participate in after
school to receive credit for course? I have underlying
health issues and feel it is not safe for our family to be
involved in these activities.

There will be activities for each class if they are an on-line
learner. They will have to meet those expectations to
receive credit. Hopefully they will reenter the activity at a
point that they feel it is safe.

Learning
Platform

Learning
Platform

33

Will students be able to be on-line and attend a class that is
of need in-person. Example: AB Calculus, Band, Athletic
period?

Old

Old

Old

Activities

In the YouTube video it was recommended that students
bring their own technology to reduce sharing technology.
We would like to purchase a new laptop or tablet for our son
Technology that meets or exceeds the minimum recommendations for
technology. Please let me know what software is required
and if the technology will need to be supported by the
battery for the entire day or if there is somewhere they will

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

We do encourage bring your own device. We use
chromebooks so they are basic and a student is able to load
office 365 and google products. We ask that the battery
life is sufficient.
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Activities

Is volleyball going to start on time? What are the
guidelines?

At this time, yes. They will practice social distancing and
masks as appropriate.

Can my child attend in-person school but online for
band? I am uncomfortable with my student being in the
enclosed band hall, with instruments being played and
no masks being worn.

We expect them to participate in band if they are at school.
They will be social distancing and the directors have a plan
to limit exposure. Some will take place outside as that is
the safest location.

You stare online students will be able to participate in
activities as appropriate. But it’s not clear if they have
to. If there are online and don’t want to participate are
they allowed to skip and if so will this penalize them?

We encourage kids to engage in activities as it is healthy
physically and mentally. We are taking precautions as
much as possible for the activity. However, there is no
penalty. We hope that they
return to the activity soon.
Please know that marching band is outside and the lowest
level situation that can be provided. They will be social
distancing and outside. This is ideal and encourage
students to participate for physical and mental health.

Old
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39

40

41

Old

Old

Old

Old

Old

Activities

Activities

My child had chosen band as an elective. However
with the current situation, we would not want to send
Activities him in for Marching band, since that is face to face.
We are chosing online instruction for all courses. I
want to know what our options are for Band if we don't
want to
do Marching
Band.
What
measures
is the high
school taking for reducing
students risk of exposure in class rooms and cafeteria? will
Safety and you be reducing the size of students per class?
Security

Safety and If an in person student must quarantine for 14 days due to
exposure or sickness, can the student jump onto the online
Security
classes to complete their assignments and attend class on the
days they are out? This is a very real scenario and could
jeopardize graduation and grade point averages for those

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

We are requiring masks, we have cleaing supplies in rooms
for use during and between classes, and we have help in
the commons to keep everything clean. Size of classes is
dependent on the number of students that select inperson.
Yes. We made our plan to account for this situation. We
will have a request form to be complete and it be
considered and if for good reason it will happen.
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Old

43

Learning
Platform

Activities
Old

Since we have opted for online/remote option do we need to
buy the school supplies?

Yes. Students will need the materials for class and meet the
expecations of the teachers. We also hope that at some
point students will be live and will need everything.

what are the safety rules that will be followed for
football as it needs lots of contact , so please let us
know.

We will follow all of the UIL guidelines to limit exposure and
keep everything sanitary. Reality is it is a contact sport and
will not be able to limit all
opportunities.
All classes will have an on-line option unless it is an
identified class and students will be contacted.

What is the plan for Sports Medicine? Can there be an
online option?
44

Old

Activities

45

Old

Trans

46

47

48

49

50

Old

Activities

Old

Old

Yes.
It is recommended so that they are involved. It helps them
mentally but they will return as
appropriate.

My son is a senior and is still needing to do the parking quiz
and pay for a parking tag, where can he do this ? Last I
heard the school cash online was still being resolved.

Access the parking webiste under student services from our
webpage.

If you start school online and switch to classroom after first
9 weeks, will you have all different teachers (and vice
versa)? Or if your student Is taking live class and is sent
home to quarantine, will they have different teachers/classes
?
School Day Will In school have the same start and end time as last year
or will there be staggered schedule?
How will students in class be tested compared to online
Learning
students - will testing be the same level of rigor and grading
Platform
/Same testing format and oversight to limit cheating/etc?

We did choose a format so that they have the same teacher
throughout no matter the format. Each teacher will
manage their assigned students on both formats.

Old

Old

If we select On-line for the first 9 weeks and then change to
In-Person later will we still be able to get bus service after
the change?
If an orchestra student is attending online, are they still
required to attend after school orchestra activities such
as sectionals and concerts?

trans
Learning
Platform

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Yes. All the same 7 a.m .- 2:35 p.m.
We are working with technology on options so we can
make sure it is as secure as possible.
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52

Old

Old

53

If there is less olinstructional hours online is there more
homework to cover the same information (student needs to
work independently during that time vs instructor led)?

On-line and in-person is a similar amount of learning time.
Students will be expected to complete work and
assessments as assigned.

If we miss the student orientation; will not be able to attend
on July 30; will be available after August 2nd; ARE THERE
ANY ALTERNATIVE DATES IN AUGUST FOR
ORIENTATION AND PICKING UP CLASS SCHEDULE

Students will be able to access their schedules on- line and
resolve any issues via email or phone.

School Day

Schedules

Orientation Signup Geniuses for Tours

We will be sending out emails this week with
information.

Orientation Will parents be allowed to accompany student on building
tour?

We ask that they do not so that we can get as many
student through as possible.

Old

54
Old

Is schedule Walk/Club and Organization Fair on August 3
for students only or with parents?
55

Old

Orientation

56

Old

It says students can wear masks/faceshield. These are 2
Safety and
different types of coverings for the face. I am checking to
Security
see if you are allowing either of them?

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Parents and students are welcome but with the on- line
school announcement today, we will be
delaying that event.

A mask is required and Face shield is optional. Teachers will
be using face shields at times to students can read lips
during instruction.
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59

Old

Old

Old

60
Old

61

62

63

The latest email Indicates this: “Junior ID’s will be taken on
the first day of school.“ Since my son is not attending the
Safety and first day of school in person, can we email or send the
school an electronic image of our child via another method?
Security
Thanks.

Trans

Learning
Platform

Safety and
Security

Old

Old

Old

Where will Car Riders in Life Skills be dropped off and
picked up?
How will CPHS manage transportation of students to
and from tennis tournaments to reduce COVID
infection risks? For exemple will the number of
students on the bus be limited to only those actually
playing
in thewill
tournament
(as opposed
to the entire
Our
daughter
be taking tennis
(JV or Varsity),
is the
online teaching format compatible with tennis practices
(usually 5th period + advisory), after school practices and
tournaments?

They will unload in the front of the school. Please consult
their teacher to the specific location.

How will a freshman get an ID if they don't attend a campus
tour?

We will get the picture and ID once school begins.

Trans

Safety and With the in-person teaching format, will CPHS take steps to
maintain 6-foot social distancing in every classroom? For
Security
example, will students’ desks be spaced out to maintain a 6foot distance and/or will class size be limited?
Virtual Orientations are listed from 9-3. Will the student
need to attend remotely the entire time from 9-3?
Orientation

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

We will capture the picture at the apporpriate time. ID's
are being required to use as much touchless interaction as
possible. We have the cafeteria and library now and hope
to add all office areas and sign- in/out.

Yes. We will work through the situations.

We will receive guidance from UIL and then move forward.
We have discussed several senerios and have options as we
move forward. It may be a sport by sport decision.

This is dependent on the number of students in- person. It
is hard to do if a good number of students come to school.

The first strategy is to deal with any questions or issues by
emailing your counselor. The only part of orientation is
receiving the schedule which will be available on-line the
29th of July
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Old

65

Activities

Learning
Platform

Will participation in extra curricular activities such as
honor societies, student interest clubs, math/science
bowls, and/or science fairs be compatible with the
online teaching format or will in-person format be
necessary?

Some will be on-line but it will be dependent on the club.

Will students with 504s be able to adjust them for this new
online engagement requirement?

We will be making accomodations as needed. We do
expect to make adjustments as needed. We are going to
work to help kids be successful.

Would it be possible to let the students eat outside to give
them a break from the mask

We do have an area outside for students to eat. Of course,
this is dependent on weather and it is
limited in size.

Old

66

Old

School Day

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM
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Old

69
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70

Old

71
Old

72

Old

Is there a point at which you will cancel in person school, or
will it happen regardless of the COVID-19 cases continuing
School Day
to rise in our area?

I do not make that decision. It will be our local health
department that will make recommendations
or close schools.

If I select the option for an in-person class, will it be
possible to change this option to an on-line class during the
school year? My concern is that COVID's scenario is
School Day
changing day by day and I can't ensure that it's the best
option. Please clarify it. Thanks

Yes. We have a process that will be inplace to request a
change. It will be reviewed. One time per grading period is
easy. We will discuss other change but it will be a
challenge to approve.

My first question is how will the PSAT work this year? If
we go online, will we come in for testing? And if we are in
classroom how will The exam work at school?
My child will be online student and had prior to covid
scheduled track as athletics. Will he need to get his
Activities physical even though will not participate in
competitions? Will he attend daily classes or be
assigned another p.e. activity?
As an educator, I appreciate the difficulty in planning for
students to return to CPHS next month. As a parent, I have a
School Day number of concerns. My daughter will be a junior in the Life
Skills Program. To date, however, I have received no
information about what social distancing and CDC
Learning
Would a remote/online learning schedule have the same
Platform
order/format as in person learning schedule? Or would it be
a list of classes where we have to complete assignments by
midnight.

We anticipate running PSAT as normal as it is mid- October.
We will have testing rooms that will be for on-line and inperson. Also, we are planning on giving the SAT to seniors.
The state allowed us to use previous physicals to meet the
standard this year. There is a questionaire that the parent
must complete. He will have assignments through CANVAS
to complete on a daily
basis.
We do not know how many kids we are going to be
working with directly until parents make that decision.
Once we know the numbers, we will have a plan to create
as much distance as possible in classes to keep kids safe.
We recognize that the kids have underlying health
Yes. We recommend that kids try to stay in a routine and
match their schedule with their plan at home. However,
we realize that the home situation is different from family
to family and students will
have flexibility.

PSAT/SAT

73
Old
School Day

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Is it required to go to school?

Yes. By law. They must be enrolled in a public school,
homeschool program, or a private school setting. Student in
public school in Conroe ISD will start online for all schools
and move to a choice of online or inperson.
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How does Canvas compute engagement time?
Examples were cited of asking questions and
responding to questions. How does Canvas compute a
time out of a response?

Canvas does not measure the engagement. Teachers will
post lessons and activities in Canvas. It is expected that all
students online will engage in the lesson and activities. The
teacher will use questions, assignments, and/or assessments
to assure that the material has been reviewed and understood
at a level each day. the student will be counted present with
the completion of tasks and absent if they do not complete
the tasks.

New

I’m confused about the school response to students
learning in person who exhibit signs of being sick or
who test positive for Covid. Will they have to go online
or it’s up to them to chose? How will you know if they
test positive? How will we as parents know that
students in our child’s class room have tested
positive?

Students that have tested positive or show signs of being
positive should be quarantined for 10 days from the onset
and also meet the protocol to return. The parents should
notify the school of the circumstance as well as provide
documentation to the school of the COVID test results.
When the school has a positive test reported and that person
has been on campus 2 or less days prior, one of 2 letters will
be sent out. Letter 1 states that we had a case and close
contact did not occur. The second is a letter that states we
had a case and close contact did occur and your child needs
to be quarintined for 14 day (you will receive a call from the
school as well)

New

It has been asked several times about which classes
will be required to be in school. There has not been a
list provided. Please publish before the deadline to
decide. Thank you

We are still reviewing the classes and hope to have a list out
this week. The classes that have the hardest time not being
virtual are the ones that are skill based courses. Examples:
Cosmotology, Auto Tech, Health Care Science, Ect.

Old

Learning
Platform

75

76

77

New

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Why aren’t we making a schedule to rotate all students
through the school every few days so they all have
some online and some in-class time? The all-in or allonline option makes for a difficult choice. We feel that
in person teaching is better but we are concerned that
over-crowding at the school has high potential for an
outbreak of the coronavirus.

The Texas Education Agency did not give us an option of a
hybrid schedule. We have to offer a full face to face
program 5 days a week.

File: FAQ's COVID Parent

College Park High School
Parent Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ's)

I was just listening to the protocol for allowing fans at
the games. I understand parents should be allowed to
see their student participate, however, my senior is
very worried about not being able to go to the games
her senior year. How are they going to allow students
to watch the games? Should there be a priority, like
seniors get first dibs on tickets. Maybe we utilize the
away-side of the stadium for our students? Just
something to think about. Definitely not a priority with
what’s all is going on and I truly appreciate ALL that is
being done and I am so proud to live within this district.
Just wanting a bit of normalcy for my senior. Thanks.
God bless y’all as all the decisions are worked out.

78

New
79

New
80

New

Can I choose to not send my child to marching band
practices and is my child required to go to games even
if I chose to not send my child to minimize the risk of
getting corona
If we choose online classes, can she continue track
and field activities in person?

81
First, thank you! I know everyone is working hard to
keep the school safe for everyone!
My first question is how will the PSAT work this year?
If we go online, will we come in for testing? And if we
are in classroom how will The exam work at school?

We are working through all of the process with athletics.
We have to meet the guidelines while giving opportunity for
parents and students to see performances. We have some
time to work this out and will dig deeper into the topic as we
move forward. More information is to come.
Yes. During this time period it is optional.

Yes.
At this time, the plan is still to have an in-person PSAT. We
have not had any direct conversations with College Board
but feel that they will communicate soon. This will be a
large testing day and we will work to spread kids out as
much as possible. Second question, yes you will have the
same teacher. We chose the format that would allow that to
happen.

Second question, if we select in classroom learning
and switch to online Learning sometime during the 9
weeks, will we have the same teachers?

New

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

Again, thank you for all your planning and dedication to
the students and staff!
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New
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New

How do we sign up for freshman campus tours. It says
to sign up in in signup genius but there is no link.
Please send link
The preprinted ID for Sophomores virtual learning is
going to send by email?
Will any effort be made to reach out to families in the
Prep for Life program in regards to what students will
be accountable for during the weeks on line learning is
required before campus opens? All of the emails I’ve
seen imply logging in & completing assignments is
required and does not speak to students with learning
differences.

84

New
85
New

I’ve previously sent an email asking for clarity around
your strategy to assist students with learning
differences and have not received a response or been
contacted.
Does this include changing from online to in person the
day school opens, since it will be in the middle of a
grading period?
Hello, my question is in regards to the symptom check
list protocols. Both of my teens are students and they
both have allergies and sinus issues at times. When
this occurs sometimes they both get coughs. Am I
supposed to keep them home every time they have a
cough and or will they be sent home every time even
though I know it is allergy related. In addition will I have
to go to the Doctor every time to get them released to
go back to school if this occurs? Thank you

86

This is a change. We are working through a new process
that will give students the opportunity to be on campus, meet
their teachers, and learn more about our school.
All ID's will be handed out at school when students return at
some point.
Yes. We hope to begin this process this week as we have
been waiting on direction from the administration building
on what we can and cannot do.

We will be able to accommodate students moving from 1
platform to another during the grading period.
The new guidelines accommodate for this. If it is a normal
condition or a seasonal norm, you can consider this and still
send them to school. You would want to look for other
issues other than their normal symptoms.

New

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM
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My student signed up for in person learning to start
Aug 12. Then we were told that no in person learning
will start now until Sept 8. If he is learning OK online
for the first few weeks can he continue online or does
he need to start in person on Sept 8 and change to
online after the end of the grading period? I thought I
read we could change the learning platform before the
Sept 8 date?
What if a student has been deemed close contact and
has to quarantine but never has symptoms. What are
the requirements to return to school?
Please confirm all attendance will be virtual until
September. With all the follow up emails I am starting
to question if I missed a change.

We will be sending out another platform vertification as we
move closer to September 8 to verify the learning platform
for students.

A student that is in close contact will need to quarantine for
14 days.

All instruction will start on-line until September 8.

New
This will be picked up 2nd semester.
90
New

Updated: 8/4/2020 6:22 AM

If my child needs a book for AP Psychology 2nd
semester do I have to pick it up this WEDNESDAY or
wait until next semester to retrieve??
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